We consider the \remote{sampling" problem of choosing a subset S, with jSj = s, from a set N of observable random variables so as to obtain as much information as possible about a set T of target random variables which are not directly observable. Our criterion is that of minimizing the entropy of T conditioned on S. We con ne our attention to the case in which the random variables have a joint
Introduction
Let S be a nonempty nite set of s elements, and let Y S := fY j : j 2 Sg be a set of s random variables, with joint{density function S ( ). The entropy of S is de ned by h(S) := ?E ln( S (Y S ))] : In the case where Y S has a joint Gaussian distribution with positive{de nite covariance matrix C S; S], the entropy h(S) has an easily computable form:
h(S) = k s + ldet (C S; S]); (1) where and k s are constants, and ldet( ) denotes ln(det( )). Typically, the true covariance matrix is not known, but a sample or model covariance matrix is used in its place. For our purposes, the constants are irrelevant, so henceforth we refer to
H(S) := ldet (C S; S])
as the entropy of S.
In remote sampling there is a set of observing points N, jNj = n, with an associated set of random variables Y N that we can monitor, and a set of target points T, with an associated set of random variables Y T about which we want information. We have no inherent interest in the points N, and we are unable to directly observe the points T. We seek to choose s points S from N to observe, so as to minimize the \conditional entropy" of T. That is, our goal is to minimize the uncertainty that remains in T, after observing S. Let 
C S T; T] := C T; T] ? C T; S]C S; S]
?
It is easy to check that H S (T) = H(T S) ? H(S). Speci cally, det (C T S; T S]) = det (C S; S]) det C T; T] ? C T; S]C S; S] ?1 C S; T] ; so taking logs and rearranging terms results in H S (T) = ldet (C S T; T]) = ldet C T; T] ? C T; S]C S; S] ?1 C S; T] = ldet (C T S; T S]) ? ldet (C S; S]) = H(T S) ? H(S) : As a function of S, the conditional entropy H S (T) is not nearly as well behaved as the entropy H(S).
While H(S) is submodular (see 8] , for example), we have observed that H S (T) is neither submodular nor supermodular (in S). This is unfortunate, since submodular and supermodular functions have nice links with convex and concave functions. 
In Section 2, we make a precise connection between this problem and the Maximum{Entropy Sampling Problem: MESP : max S N jSj=s H(S) :
Ko, Lee, and Queyranne 9] devised a branch{and{bound algorithm for the MESP, xing elements into and out of S, and using bounds based on eigenvalues for subproblems. The eigenvalue bounds are sharp enough to allow for the solution of moderate{sized problems (approximately n = 30). Lee 11] extended the eigenvalue{based approach of 9] to allow for linear constraints of the form:
where M is a nite set, jMj = m. We refer to the MESP with the additional constraints (5) as the constrained MESP, or CMESP. Similarly, the MERSP with the additional constraints (5) will be referred to as the CMERSP. In 11], the constraints (5) are handled using a Lagrangian methodology. We adapt this approach to the MERSP and CMERSP in Section 3. The advantage of dualizing the constraints is that the eigenvalue bounds of 9] can still be applied, but the disadvantage is that a dual optimization procedure must be applied to generate each subproblem bound. The time required to generate such bounds grows rapidly with m, the number of constraints.
A di erent approach to the MESP and CMESP, based on continuous nonlinear optimization, is described in 4] (a preliminary version appears as 3]). In 4], the function H( ), restricted to fS : jSj = sg, is relaxed to a concave function f( ), restricted to fx 2 < N : 0 x e; e T x = sg, where e 2 < N is the vector with each component equal to one. In the relaxation, indices j with x j = 1 (resp., x j = 0) correspond to those in (not in) S. The function f( ) is approximately maximized using an interior{point algorithm. Su ciently accurate maximization generates dual information that provides an upper bound for the value of the MESP or CMESP. The dual information also allows for the possibility of permanently xing indices into or out of S. To solve the MESP or CMESP to optimality, the NLP{based approach is used to obtain a bound for each subproblem encountered in a branch{and{bound tree. . In Section 4 we describe simple conditions on our concave relaxations of entropy functions so that the di erence between two such relaxations is also concave. We also perform an analysis on several parameters to obtain values, or ranges of values, that result in the best bounds using the relaxations. In Section 5 we outline a solution procedure for the nonlinear relaxation that generates bounds on the original problem. In Section 6, we describe a branch{and{bound algorithm that uses the eigenvalue and nonlinear relaxations to obtain bounds for subproblems, and we present computational results.
Notation. We use the same notation as in 4]. For a vector v 2 < N , let diag(v) denote the diagonal matrix with (diag(v)) jj := v j for each j 2 N. For any matrix V , let Diag(V ) denote the diagonal matrix whose diagonal components are those of V . For two square matrices U and V , let U V denote the Hadamard product of U and V : (U V ) ij := u ij v ij , and let V (2) := V V . For symmetric matrices U and V we write V U to mean that V ? U is positive semide nite, and V U to mean that V ? U is positive de nite. For a symmetric n n matrix U, let 1 (U) 2 (U) : : : n (U) denote the eigenvalues of U, and for l = 1; : : :n, let l = n + 1 ?l. Then l (U) (resp., l (U)) denotes the l th greatest (least) eigenvalue of U.
Complexity
In this section, we demonstrate an e cient reduction of the MESP to the MERSP. As the MESP is NP{Hard (see Ko, Lee, and Queyranne 9]), we will have established the same for the MERSP. 
A Spectral Bound
In this section, we develop a spectral bound for the CMERSP (that is, a problem of the form MERSP, with the additional constraints (5) 
where the inequality follows from the second part of Corollary 3. Note that Theorem 3.5 implies that if ; minimize v( ; ) over 2 < N , 2 < M + , and the technical assumptions of the theorem are met, then x 1 ( ; ) = x 2 ( ). The continuous s{designs x 1 ( ; ) and x 2 ( ) obtained by approximately minimizing v( ; ) may be useful in primal heuristics for obtaining good solutions to the MERSP or CMERSP.
As the nal topic of the section, we establish that a minimizer of the spectral bound that we have introduced is sharp when the elements of N are independent of one another and also independent of T. We note that this is not the case with the weaker spectral bound of Bueso et al. (see Lee 12] 
L(x) ? P L(x) 2 ? P: (11) Moreover the conditions p j 1, and 0 < d j exp(p j ? p p j ), together imply that L(x) 2 ?P 0, exactly as in 4, Theorem 2.2]. Combining (10) and (11), using another result on the semide nite ordering 7, Exercise 4, p.475], we conclude that x j x j ? 1 ? ln(x j ) dp j ( ) d : (17) However, in the proof of 4, Lemma 2.5] it is also shown that x j ? 1 ? ln(x j ) dp j ( ) d 0;
so (13) and (17) imply (16). 2 Finally, we show that to achieve the best possible bound using a NLP relaxation f( ), it is never desirable to have D C 2 . 
Solving the Relaxation
In this section, we give our nonlinear relaxation of the remote{sampling problem (3), subject to linear constraints (5). We also outline the algorithm we apply to approximately solve the relaxation, and in so doing generate duality information that is used to generate a bound, and possibly x variables. Let f( ) be a function of the form (6), where we assume throughout that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are satis ed. The problem we consider is: NLP :
e; where E is a k n matrix, and A is an m n matrix. Note that the constraints of NLP are slightly more general than would be required for a relaxation of (3), subject to (5). The reason for considering the linear equality constraints Ex = h is that we want to assume that NLP has an interior{point solution; that is, an x with Ex = h, 0 < x < e, Ax < b. If such an x does not exist for the original constraints (5), there are inequalities that hold as equalities for all feasible solutions. Such constraints are identi ed by rst solving a \Phase I" linear program, and then changed from inequalities to equalities, resulting in a problem of the form NLP.
The solution procedure we apply to NLP is identical to the procedure described in 4, Section 3], where a problem of the form NLP is considered with f 1 ( ) in place of f( ). We employ a \SUMT," or \long step path following" methodology, using logarithmic barrier terms for the inequality constraints of NLP. For a xed value of the barrier parameter , the barrier function is approximately minimized on fx j Ex = hg. The parameter is then reduced and the process repeated, until is small enough for an approximate minimizer to be within a prescribed tolerance > 0 of optimality. The tolerance is \certi ed" by a dual solution generated by the algorithm, providing a valid upper bound for the optimal value in NLP. In addition, if a feasible solution to the discrete problem (3), (5) is known, the dual solution may allow some variables to be xed at values 0 or 1 in NLP, corresponding to indices that cannot, or must be, in any optimal S, respectively. See 4, Section 3] for a detailed description of how the dual solution is generated, and how it is used to generate an upper bound and possibly x variables.
Computational Results
We incorporated the upper bounds described above in a branch{and{bound algorithm (see 4] for details of the approach). We coded the branch{and{bound algorithm for the CMERSP in C and ran it on an HP 9000/780 (this is a much faster machine than the HP 9000/715 that we used in 4]). Our code uses the We found that MERSPs of this size were intractable using the spectral bounds. This is in contrast to results for the MESP and CMESP (see 11] and 4]), where problems with n = 30 and s = 15 were still tractable using spectral bounds. Consequently we only present detailed results based on the continuous NLP bounds. In Table 1 we report the number of bounds computed in the course of solving relaxations for H( ) and H T ( ), described at the end of Section 4. In Table 2 we report the wall times required for the solution of these same problems.
It is quite interesting to compare the results reported in Tables 1 and 2 with results for MESP problems of the same size (n = 30, s = 15) reported in Tables 3 and 4 generally produces the minimum average number of bounds, but here the improvement over the number of bounds required using the Id strategy is not generally worth the substantial additional time required to implement the Tr strategy.
